Liquid Channel

Emulations

- **FLAT b/CLEAN SOUND 104g ELECTRONIC**: Focusrite Liquid Channel transparent transformerless mono mic/ pre.
- **FLAT tr/clean sound 10k Q**
- **Liquid Channel transparent transformer based mono mic-pre.**
- **THE BRIGHT MODERN SOLID STATE 1** Emulation of an AMPEK Pat101x dual mic/ pre. amplifier (transformer-like amplifier) (UK) serial # unknown.
- **NOS MODERN HYBRID 1** Emulation of an APPEX Thobersonics Model 1100 discrete Class A tube mic-pre. (US) serial # 11034 (Impedance set to 1mC).
- **Liquid Channel transparent transformer based mono mic-pre.** (US) serial # 10149
- **SERIES MODERN DISCRETE 1 HQ** Emulation of an AMPEK Pat101x dual mic/ pre. (US) serial # 10149
- **SERIES MODERN DISCRETE 1** Emulation of an AMPEK Pat101x dual mic/ pre. (US) serial # 10149
- **SERIES MODERN DISCRETE 1 HQ**
- **SERIES MODERN DISCRETE 1**
- **SERIES MODERN DISCRETE 1**
- **Focusrite's LIQUID CHANNEL product. These other product names, trademarks, and trade names are used solely to identify and describe the third party products the sonic behaviour of which was studied for the LIQUID CHANNEL product, in no way associated, connected nor affiliated with Focusrite or its LIQUID CHANNEL product and which have not endorsed FOCUSRITE, the FF logo, LIQUID CHANNEL, LIQUID TECHNOLOGY, LIQUIDCONTROL, EVERYONE NEEDS LIQUID and the LIQUID CHANNEL Logo are trademarks of Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. DYNAMIC CONVOLUTION is a trademark of E and O.E - All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.**

Emulations of:

- **FOCUSRITE ISA 110 STUDIRANGE | CLASS AB 3A**
  - Emulation of a DISK STUDIO LOGIC FX 9364 stereo compressor (UK) serial # 000016
  - **FOCUSRITE ISA 110 STUDIRANGE | CLASS AB 3A**
  - Emulation of a DISK STUDIO LOGIC FX 9364 stereo compressor (UK) serial # 000016
  - **FOCUSRITE ISA 110 STUDIRANGE | CLASS AB 3A**
  - Emulation of a DISK STUDIO LOGIC FX 9364 stereo compressor (UK) serial # 000016
  - **BIRD BRAIN/US MODERN SOLID STATE 1**
  - Emulation of a CRANE SONS LTD Flamingo* dual channel discrete Class A mic-pre. (US) serial # unknown.
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